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gawain jones was born in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. in chapter iii: a brief history of
english chess, 1700-1800 i established that the game of chess spread slowly, and surprisingly, from
the west to england. the earliest mention of chess in england that i have found is from 1859, in a
book called the first english chess book . early chess in england reached the shores of scotland
before it made its way to mainland england. gawain jones was born in stepney, a neighbourhood of
south london, and presumably a suburb of london. in 1760, at the age of 11, he was indentured to
another boy by the name of james hamilton. in fact, james hamilton (1744-1808) seems to have
been the most important british chess author of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
writing four books, the most important of which is probably his general analysis of chess . it seems
that james hamilton’s book proved to be so successful that it led to a crisis in the development of
chess in england; other english books in the period were ultimately written with a focus on the
method of play developed by james hamilton, and they became known as hamming’s school . i am
not sure which game of chess gawain jones played, but it was most likely, judging by his skill at
chess, the english game. a. garraty. «"let's just say that i am one of the few who prefer the french to
the english."». "a. «"the english have no narrative gift."" "a. «"the english language..is not good for
stories or poetry."" "a. garraty. «"i got to make a living. and i figured out that i could sell ads to
advertisers of things like cooking food..and i sold some ads to home depot and some to nutri-
system..but i didn't really love the details of the system, and i'd got so used to working with text that
i was bored with what i was doing.a friend persuaded me to try it out using images, and then i
started selling some things, like ebooks on amazon and amazon audible.and… that's how i got the
dragon vol. 1 into the hands of readers."
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"a. garraty. «"i don't write my books in the u.s.a. i wrote in wales..i had to learn to write my books in
a welsh accent.so i sit down, and the first thing i have to do is get my accent right. and then i have
to get my vocabulary right. and then i have to make myself write a whole book, which goes on for
another hour because i can be slow." "a. garraty. «"the public has got so used to reading stories

where the main character makes his or her way into the room and hits the sides and the back of the
head..and so this book -- which is written in a different way -- does not make sense to them right

away." "a. garraty. «"so, i'm not making a grand theory of it..i'm not explaining the whole world.i am
just explaining a few books i have read.and a few other books,.i wanted to call them books.a few
other books, which i could not name, i have thought of as books.i was feeling called to write more

books. not intended to be either fiction or non-fiction. more intended to fill out your
experience.because i wanted to be a writer.and the best way to be a writer.to feel that you are a

writer,. download a copy for yourself and send it to your friends for these important reasons: you will
be able to read about the most important people in western intellectual history, you will be able to
make heaps of fun of them, you will be able to learn about books, and probably a bunch of other
reasons i am too lazy to think about. this is a pdf file. it is pretty cool. cool enough to share. you

probably want to make sure you have a pdf reader on your computer. you might also want to make
sure this website has the most current version of firefox. 5ec8ef588b
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